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NTRODUCTION

-ANTICUS PARTIS ET FACTI-

PARTIES
★
Appellants:
★
Appelees:

FACTS
★
Anno 1994:
|
★
Anno 1995:
★
★
★
★

Anno 1996:
Anno 1997:
Anno 2006:
Russel:

class of shareholders within Walt Disney Company
[PRE-CLAIMANTS]
Messrs.;
[PRE-DEFENDANTS]
M. S. Ovitz {ex President}
[DISNEY-DEFENDANTS]
M. D. Eisner {ex-summa Chairman of the B.o.D. C.E.O. & C.O.O.}
S.S. Bollenbach {ex C.F.O.}
S.M. Litvack {General Counsel}
I. Russel {Chairman of the B.C.C. & Director & Eisner’s lawyer}

Disney President & C.O.O. F. Wells dies | Eisner’s heart issues |ABC-take-over
Urgency: Eisner proposes Ovitz {C.A.A.} to the B.o.D. {old friends} who agrees
Ovitz enters a five year contract to become President of Disney {instead of coC.E.O.}
contract terminated without cause & Ovitz receives $ 130 million severance payment
derivative action before the Court of Chancery
appeal before the Supreme Court of the State of Delaware
negotiation of exorbitant financial terms * of O.E.A.: $ 250 K,
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NTRODUCTION
-FACTI-

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

★

Additional agreement:

Eisner-Ovitz:
- 3 million options for the first five years
- 2 million more options upon contract renewal
- Ovitz becomes President, not Co-C.E.O.
- O.L.A.: C.C. & B.o.D need to agree: they do:
+ Unanimously after 1 hour: C.C.
+ Unanimously B.o.D.: negative reaction L. & B. not mentioned

★

Post- signing:

- Litvack & Bollenbach rebel: shrinking authority
- upon disclosure: 4.4 % rise, Disney’s market capitalization ↑ $ 1 billion
- replacement of 50 billion guarantee for tax deductibility purpose

★

Ovitz’s performing:

- letter Eisner to B.o.D.: distrust, private vs. public, alleviate workload
- Eisner-Litvack: termination possibility for cause ex N.F.T. payment:
+ V. Cohen & J. Santaniella: no possibility & advice not to coerce
Ovitz via threat for cause termination in order to negotiate a smaller
N.F.T.-package: harms Disney’s reputation

★

Ovitz’s termination:

- Eisner fires Ovitz without cause
- B.o.D. was not shown the termination letter nor did it meet to approve it’s
terms: phone-call to directors who all agreed after which the termination
was disclosed to the press

★

Ovitz’s receives:

- $ 38 million cash
- vesting of the first tranche of 3 million option
- N.F.T. payment under the O.E.A. rules
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ISPUTATION

-QUAESTI LEGIS-

CLAIMS
★ C.C.:

Was the N.F.T. provision with subsequent pay-out,
out of control?

★

B.o.D. & Ovitz

Was acceptance of the N.F.T. upon taking Ovitz in
employment in breach of fiduciary duties of
loyalty, due care and/or in accordance with good
faith?

★

Eisner

Was the fact that Eisner did mention the
employment of Ovitz to capital markets before
notifying the B.o.D materially particular on the
aspect of legality of the hiring and thus procedural
succession of Wells by Ovitz?

A

RGUMENTATION
-PRO ET CONTRA-

CLAIMS
★

For the Plaintiffs:

.I. Versus Disney Defendants
Defendants breach the threshold of fiduciary duties by
acting without due care and good faith by
- approving the O.E.A., especially it’s N.F.T. provisions
{and of Ovitz election as President}
- approving N.F.T. severance payment to Ovitz upon his
termination{claimed to constitute corporate waste}
by which protection by praesumptio innocentiae of the
Business Judgement rule {due to gross negligence and
or malfeasance} is rebuted, ex circumventing the
obligation to defenders to prove that their actions
constituted a fair conduct towards Disney.
alternatively
Holding defendants liable for constituting a pay-out to
be classified as corporate waste.

.II. Versus Ovitz
Breach of fiduciary duties of care and loyalty to Disney by
- negotiating for and accepting the N.F.T.
- negotiating a full N.F.T. payout in connection with the
termination
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RGUMENTATION
-PRO ET CONTRA-

DEFENCE
★ For the Defendants:

★

For Ovitz:

Disney faced issues, which pressured it to hire quickly,
which constitutes a default in well reasoned acceptance
of the N.F.T. in the O.E.A., which was proven through
the fast acceptance of the O.L.A.’s vesting of
extraoardinary amounts of compensation upon early
termination of the O.E.A. without cause.
Ovitz became a fiduciary after his formal investiture
in office. By then the essential terms of the N.F.T.
provision had already been negotiated.
No breach of fiduciary duty of loyalty ex factum
Ovitz played neither part in the decision to be
terminated, nor the fact that the termination would not
be for cause under the O.E.A.  reputation Disney
Company.
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USTIFICATION

-DECISION’S FOUNDATION-

★ Reviewing the forthcoming of the Business Judgement Rule, which in casu
has not been proven to be rebutted by gross negligence or malfeasance ex the
B.o.D. actions, the financial and social position of Ovitz, it is natural to accept a
reward amount as the solemn decision to be made by the company and not a judge,
therefore nullifying the allegation that in casu there is proof of ‘corporate waste’.
★ To act in accordance with good faith, it’s negative ought not to come into effect,
in casu no transaction, not in the utmost interest of Disney Company or effectuating a
breach of the acting respectively the refraining of actions as required by law, have been
authorized. ‘Bad faith’ has not been proven since gross negligence has not been
proven, thus good faith is proven for the B.o.D.’s actions. This verdict is alleviated
by the: consult of expertise through the Black Scholes method in determining option
value by Graef Crystal & the vice versa discussion due to the unwillingness to hire
Ovitz by Bollenbach and Litvack.
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USTIFICATION

-DECISION’S FOUNDATION-

Eisner’s power to hire Ovitz was invested in the
Disney Corporate charter which allowed
delegation of power from the C.C. & the B.o.D. The
fact that Eisner gave no notion of issues to the B.o.D.
is not relevant for acceptance of the O.E.A.: it was
important for succession though yet this was not
posed before the S.C.o.t.S.o.D.
★

P

OST-DECISION

-FUTURA IMPLICATI-

Failures in Corporate Governance are
distantiated from concepts in law that constitute a
duty of due care, loyalty and good faith {fiduciary
duties}, by which the business judgment rule can be
rebutted, the praesumptio innocentiae of corporate
governance is taken away, thus giving leeway to
liability.
★

C

ONCLUSION

-RECOMMENDATIONS-

★ On the aspect of an executive, N.F.T. provision can have a
value adding effect due to the corporate binding effect, if it
additionally supplies accrued bonuses for high performance, yet
also a stagnating effect in cyclical rebutance of the
development of a corporation. This all unless employment
agreements & compensation is based upon information
asymmetries due to for instance incapability's of C.C.
member respectively B.o.D. members, forthcoming from
unprofessional conduct.*

★ Our view: restrain the executive power of key figures when
one dies or leaves the company & upon this moment consult
independent parties to check and balance the positions and
their actions subsequently power de dato when the event
happens with a veto right to critical corporate key events until a
suitable successor has been found.
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